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ABSTRACT 
We prove that every face of dimension n - 2 of the normal manifold induced by 
a polyhedron in Iw” is contained in precisely four distinct n-dimensional polyhedra of 
the normal manifold. This result implies that the branching number of the normal 
manifold is 4 and refines Ralph’s result which only gave 4 as an upper bound. The 
proof is based on the well-known fact that every ridge of a polyhedron is contained in 
precisely two facets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the normal manifold induced by a polyhedral 
convex set in [w”. Based on a representation of the normal manifold, we use 
the well-known fact that every ridge of a polyhedron is contained in precisely 
two facets to prove that every face of codimension 2 of the normal manifold is 
contained in precisely four full-dimensional polyhedra of the subdivision. This 
implies that the branching number of the normal manifold is 4 and refines a 
result of Ralph [4], h g w o ave 4 as an upper bound for the branching number. 
Linear variational inequalities as well as linear complementarity problems 
can be naturally formulated as piecewise affine equations f(x) = 0 (cf. e.g. 
[3, 51). Here f : [w” -+ F-8” is a piecewise afine function (PA map), i.e., f is 
continuous and there exist a finite number of n x n matrices Al,. . . , A’ and 
n-vectors br,...,b’ such that f(x) E { Arx + b’, . . . , A’x + b’) for every 
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r E Iw”. A prominent problem in this area is the characterization of piecewise 
affine homeomorphisms. It is well known that a PA map f : [w” -+ [w” is open 
if and only if it is coherently oriented, i.e., it admits a collection of affine 
selection functions A’x + b”, i = 1,. . . , 1, such that all matrices A’ have the 
same nonvanishing determinant sign, and that coherent orientation implies 
surjectivity (cf. e.g. [l]). However, in order to ensure that the PA map is 
injective, one has to impose additional conditions. 
There are two types of homeomorphism conditions in the literature. The 
first type imposes stronger assumptions on the matrices A’, . . . , A’ (cf. e.g. 
[2] and the references therein), while the second type exploits the structure of 
the kinks of a PA map. To be precise, the latter conditions are concerned 
with the combinatorial properties of those polyhedral subdivisions of [w” 
which ensure that every corresponding coherently oriented PA map is a 
homeomorphism. 
We recall that a polyhedral subdivision of [w” is a finite collection of 
n-dimensional polyhedra with the property that the nonempty intersection of 
any two polyhedra is a common proper face of both polyhedra. A polyhedral 
subdivision of [w” is said to correspond to a PA map f defined on aB” if f 
coincides with an affine function on each polyhedron. It has been shown in 
[7] that every PA map admits a corresponding polyhedral subdivision. In [3] 
Kuhn and Gwen introduced the notion of the branching number of a 
polyhedral subdivision as the maximal number of polyhedra in the subdivision 
having a common face of codimension 2 and proved the following important 
theorem (cf. also [7]): 
THEOREM 1.1 [3]. If a PA map f : 08” -+ R” admits a polyhedral subdi- 
vision the branching number of which does not exceed 4, then f is a 
homeomorphism if and only if it is coherently oriented. 
A particularly important PA map is the Euclidean projection IIp onto a 
polyhedron P c R”, i.e. the mapping which assigns to each vector x E Iw” 
the unique vector II,(x) E P which has minimal Euclidean distance to x. A 
subdivision of [w” corresponding to the mapping III, is given by the collec- 
tion of all polyhedra which are representable as the sum of a face of P and 
the normal cone of P at the relative interior points of this face (cf. [5]). 
Robinson called this subdivision of [w” the nor& manifold induced by the 
polyhedron P. Recall that a face of a polyhedron P c R” is a nonempty set 
of the form 
Yp( v) = {x E P 1 DTX > 22, .z E P}, (1) 
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where u E Iw” (cf. [B, Section 8.31). Note that by this definition the empty set 
is not a face, which is in contrast to the standard use of the term. The reader 
should thus bear in mind our tacit assumption that faces are nonempty. The 
normal cone of P at a point x E P is defined to be the set 
J$( X) = {u E 1w” 1 DTX > GTZ, z E P}. (2) 
The practical importance of the Euclidean projection stems from the fact 
that it appears in the normal map formulation of linear variational inequalities 
(cf. e.g. [5]). In [5] R o b inson gave a direct proof of the important fact that a 
normal map induced by a linear transformation is a homeomorphism from [w” 
to [w” if and only if it is coherently oriented. Moreover, he suggested that an 
alternative proof could be given with the aid of Theorem 1.1 of Kuhn and 
Liiwen if an upper bound of 4 could be established for the normal manifold. 
This upper bound was indeed established by Ralph in [4]. The purpose of this 
paper is to provide an alternative proof of Ralph’s result. In fact, we prove 
that every face of codimension 2 is contained in precisely four distinct 
polyhedra of the normal manifold, which shows that the branching number of 
the normal manifold is indeed 4. In order to establish this result, we use a 
representation of the normal manifold. This representation is developed in 
the next section, and the branching number result is proved in the final 
section. 
2. A REPRESENTATION OF THE NORMAL MANIFOLD 
In this section we give a representation of the face lattice of the normal 
manifold induced by a polyhedron. The representation is based on a repre- 
sentation of the polyhedron as a finite system of linear equations and 
inequalities. The following Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 may be well known to 
anybody who is familiar with polyhedral theory. Nevertheless, we have 
included the elementary proofs for the sake of completeness. The final 
Lemma 2.3 is the main representation result for the faces of the polyhedra in 
the normal manifold. 
Throughout this section we make the following general assumption: 
(A) Let P c IR” be a polyhedron represented by a system of linear 
equations and inequalities 
P = (x E R” 1 a;x = hi, i = 1,. . .) p, 
uj’x &fsj,j =p + l,..., I,), (3) 
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where p > 1 and m > p + 1, and define 
4={{l,...,p} GZG{l,...,m}I 
3x~[W”:a~x=b~,i~Z,u~x<b~,j~{l,..., m}\Z]. (4) 
For the index sets I E.-& we define the sets 
F,=(r~iW”Inrl=b~,i~Z,u~~b~,j~{l,..., m}\Z>, (5) 
Nz = 
i I C h,a, hi 2 0, i E Z I , (6) iEZ 
PI = Fz + Nz. (7) 
REMARK 2.1. Every polyhedron can be represented in the form (3) with 
p > 1 and m > p + 1 by including redundant equations and inequalities of 
the form 0r~ = 0 and Orr < 0, respectively. 
We begin with a characterization of the faces of the polyhedron P. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf assumption (A) holds, then the faces of P are precisely 
the sets F,, I ~3~. 
Proof. To see that the faces of P are precisely the sets FI, Z ES,, recall 
that the faces of P may be equivalently defined to be the sets of the form 
FI = (x E P 1 a:x = bJ, where { 1, . . . , p} c Z c { 1, . . . , m) (cf. 18, Section 
8.31). Of course one may have FI = FJ for two distinct index sets I, J c 
11,. . . , m}. Note that in this case FI = FJ = FI U ]. This shows that for every 
face ST-,(u) of P th ere exists a unique maximal index set Z s (1, . . . , m) with 
5$(u) = FI. The collection 3, is precisely the collection of these maximal 
index sets. In fact, the maximality of the index sets Z E& follows immedi- 
ately from definition (4). To see that for every face &$(v) the maximal index 
set Z C (1,. . . , m) with 5$(v) = {x E P 1 uTx = bi, i E I} is contained in Yr, 
note that the maximality of Z implies that we can find for every j e Z a vector 
xj E .Y& y) with 
ajrxj < bj. (8) 
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Let 1 be the cardinal@ of the set {l, . . . , m} \ Z and define 
ln 1 
X= CiXk. 
k=l 
kel 
The convexity of the face &c’,(v) implies that X E Fr(v). Moreover, since 
xk E &(zj) G P, the inequality uTxk < bj holds for j, k 6 1. Hence we 
deduce from (8) that uT!i < bj for every j 6 Z and thus 1 E YP. ??
REMARK 2.2. In view of the representation (5) of FI, we can conclude 
from Lemma 2.1 that the faces of FI are precisely the sets FJ with J ES~,. 
Moreover, definition (4) shows that 
The next lemma provides a representation of the normal manifold. 
LEMMA 2.2. If assumption (A) holds, then the normal manifold induced 
by P is the collection of all polyhedra PI, 1 E J$, 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.1 and the definition of the normal manifold, 
it suffices to show that for every Z E YP the cone N, is the normal cone of P 
at the relative interior points of FI. To see this, we first prove that for every 
Z EJ$ the relative interior of FI is the set 
(x E R” 1 ~~r=b~,i~I,u~x<b~,j~{l,..., m}\I). (9) 
Since I E YP, the latter set is nonempty and hence the affine hull of the 
polyhedron FI is the set A = {x E R” 1 UTX = bj, i E I}. If, on the one 
hand, x E FI satisfies the strict inequalities U;X < bj, j E I, then all points in 
A which are sufficiently close to x still satisfy the strict inequalities and hence 
belong to FI. Thus x is contained in the relative interior of FI. If, on the 
other hand, x E FI and a;x = b, for some j E Z and X is an arbitrary point 
of the set (9) then a direct calculation shows that uj’[ r + t(x - Xl] > bj for 
every t > 0. Since x + t(x - X) E A, the vector x is thus not contained in 
the relative interior of FI. Hence the relative interior of FI is indeed the set 
(9). The fact that the cone Nr is the normal cone of P at the relative interior 
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points of FI is thus a direct consequence of the duality theorem for linear 
programs which states that x E P is a maximizer of the linear function oTr 
over P if and only if 0 E NICX,, where Z(X) = {i E (1,. . . , m} 1 a~x = b,} (cf. 
[8]). Since the relative interior of FI is given by (91, we conclude that 
Z(X) = Z for every relative interior point x of FI. ??
REMARK 2.3. The polyhedra PI and PJ are distinct if I, J ~3~ with 
Z # J. In fact, if x E P and u EJ&(X) with x + u E P, then definition (2) 
implies that U~X > U~X + uTo. Hence u = 0, and thus 
(10) 
for every x E P. Since the duality theorem yields NJ cJV,(r> for every 
x E F, and since 0 E N,, we deduce from (10) that 
(FJ + NJ) n P = FJ. (11) 
If j E J, j G I, then there exists a vector x E FI c FI + Nl with a;x < bj. 
Hence x 4 FI, and thus (11) shows that x P F, + N,. 
The final lemma characterizes the faces of the polyhedra PI, Z E J$. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf assumption (A) holds, then the following statements are 
true: 
1. For every face of a polyhedron fro-m the normal man$old_induced by 
P there exists a unique pair (J, K) E {(J, K) ~3~ X& 1 K G J) such that 
the face coincides with the set F, + NK. 
2. Zf ],KEJ$ with KcJ, then dim(FI+N,)=dimFJ+(n- 
dim FK). 
3. Zf J, K, Z E_‘~ with K G J, then F, + NK is a face of the polyhedron 
PT ifandonlyifKcZI]. 
Proof. 1: Recall from Lemma 2.2 that every polyhedron in the normal 
manifold induced by P is of the form P,, Z E.&. Fix an index set Z E YP 
and a vector v E Iw”, and consider the face FP1(u). Note that the nonempti- 
ness of gP,(v) implies that vTx is bounded above on PI. Since by definition 
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(7) PI = FI + NI, we obtain 
maxuTx = maxoT( y + z) = maxuTy + maxvTz 
XEP, Y E F, y‘=F, ZE‘V, 
ZEN, 
and hence 
4,(u) =-J%,(v) +g,,(+ (12) 
Existence: We prove the existence of a suitable pair of index sets in three 
steps: 
(a) First we show that 
where 
K=(iEI(oTai=O}. (14) 
To verify the identity (13), recall that uTx is bounded above on PI. Hence 
the inequality vTx < 0 holds for every x E NI and thus 
F&I) = {x E N, ) v?‘x = O} (15) 
and 
UTUk = 0, k E K, 
(16) 
vTq < 0, lEZ\K. 
Since K c I, we obtain from the definition (6) of Nr that x E NI if and only 
if 
x = C h,a, + C Alal 
ks:K lEI\K 
(17) 
for some nonnegative numbers Ai, i E I. Thus, in view of (15) and (16), the 
inclusion x E TN,(o) holds if and only if h, = 0 for every 1 E I \ K, which, in 
view of definition (6), is equivalent to the inclusion x E NK. This establishes 
the identity (13). 
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(b) Next we prove that the index set K defined by (14) is contained in 
J$. Recall that the inclusion Z E YP implies the existence of a vector F such 
that 
a:? = bi, i E I, 
(18) 
a?? < b. I J' j E {l,...,m} \Z. 
As a consequence of (16) and (18) we thus obtain 
a:(? + au) = b,, k E K, 
a;(? + CYV) <b,, lEZ\K, 
aj’(?z + ctz)) < bj, j E {l,...,m} \Z 
for every sufficiently small CY > 0. Hence 
K E&. 
(c) The existence of an index set J E’P~ with Z c J and 
(19) 
(20) 
is an immediate consequence of Remark 2.2, which states that the faces of FI 
are precisely the sets F,, J E &, Z G 1. 
Summing up, we deduce from (14) and (20) that J, K EJ$ with 
KcZcJ, (22) 
and, in view of (12), (IS), and (21), we conclude that 
Fp,(u) = FI + NK. 
Uniqueness: To prove the uniqueness of the pair (J, K), it suffices to 
show that the identity 
FJ+N,=Fj+N,- (23) 
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implies that J = J and K = IZ, provided K G ] and R c J and all index sets 
are contained in 4,. This is done in two steps: 
(a) First we prove that J = J Recall from (11) that 
( FJ + NI ) n P = F, and ( FJ ,+ NY) f’ P = FT. (24) 
Since K G J and Z? c j, the latter identities remain true if the cones N, and 
Ni are replaced by NK and Nf, respectively. Thus (23) implies 
Fi = Fl. (251 
Since J, j E J$, the latter identity immediately implies that J = j [cf. (4)l. 
(b) To see that K = K, we first show that NK = Ni. Choose a point 
2 E FJ = F [cf. (25)]. Since K G J, the definitions (5) and (6) imply that the 
sets FJ - i x’} and NK are contained in mutually orthogonal subspaces. In 
view of the inclusion k c 1: the same is true for the sets Fi - (2) and Ni. 
Since every vector has a unique decomposition as the sum of a vector in a 
linear subspace and a vector in its orthogonal complement, we deduce from 
the identities (23) and (25) that NK = Ng. It remains to prove that the latter 
identity implies that K = If. We have already shown in the proof of Lemma 
2.2 that Nx is the normal cone of P at any relative interior points of FK. If i 
is an index in K, we can thus deduce from the identity NK = Ni that every 
point in FK is a maximizer of the linear function al x over P. Since K’ E TP, 
there exists a vector li: E P with at 2 = b,-. Hence the maximal value of UT x 
is b,- and thus al x = bi for every x E FK. Since K E Jirp, we deduce from 
(4) that & E K and hence i G K. Interchanging the roles of K and K’ and 
repeating the argument yields the required identity K = K. 
2: Recall that the dimension of a polyhedron is the dimension of its affine 
hull, and that the affne hull coincides with the linear hull, provided the 
origin is contained in the polyhedron. The statement is proved in two steps: 
(a) First we prove that the dimension of the sum of two polyhedra which 
both contain the origin coincides with the sum of the dimensions of the 
polyhedra, provided the polyhedra are contained in mutually orthogonal 
subspaces. To see this, suppose Q, R c [w” are such polyhedra and 
lin Q = lin{ 9i, . . . ,9,}. 
lin R = lin{ ti, . . . , rl} , 
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where lin S denotes the linear hull of the set S c R”. We may assume that 
the sets of vectors {9i,. . . , q,,,} and {ri, . . . , rJ are linearly independent and 
contained in Q and R, respectively, and thus dim Q = m and dim R = 1. 
Since the origin is contained in both polyhedra, the set Q + R contains the 
points 9i, . . . , qm as well as the points ri, . . . , r,. Hence 
lin(9 1>“‘, 9m,ri,...,r1} Clin(Q +R) 
c lin Q + lin R 
= lin(9 i,...,9m,rl >..., 5). 
The set {9i,. . . , 9m, pi,. . . , I-J constitutes a linearly independent set of 
vectors, since P and Q are contained in mutually orthogonal subspaces. 
Hence dim(Q + R) = m+I=dimQ+dimR. 
(b) Now let X E FJ. Since K c J, Z is also contained in FK. Note that 
the inclusion K E YP implies that the linear hull of FK - { ?} is the nullspace 
L of the vectors ak, k E K, while the definition (6) shows that the linear hull 
of NK is spanned by the vectors ak, k E K, which coincides with the 
orthogonal complement L’ of L. Hence 
dim FK + dim Nx = n. (26) 
Moreover, since FJ G FK, the sets FJ - {X} and NK are contained in the 
mutually orthogonal subspaces L and L’ , respectively. As shown above, the 
dimension of the sum (FJ - (2)) + NK thus coincides with dim(F - (2)) + 
dim NK. Since the dimension is invariant with respect to f trans ations, we 
deduce that dim( FJ + NK > = dim F, + dim Nx. The identity (26) thus estab- 
lishes the assertion. 
3: If F, + NK is a face of P,, then the first statement shows that J and K 
are uniquely determined and the proof of the first statement reveals that 
K G Z CJ [cf. (2211. It thus remains to show that for any three index sets 
J, K, I ~d$ the inclusions K c I C] imply that FI + NK is a face of PI, i.e., 
we have to prove the existence of a vector v E R” such that FJ + NK = 
9p,(v>. This is done in two steps: 
(a> In the first step we prove the existence of a vector p, E lin(a, 1 i E Z} ’ 
such that 
FJ =%,( PO + 9) for every 9 E lin{a, ( i E I}. (27) 
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Since J ~3~ and 1 G 1, Remark 2.2 shows that F, is a face of FI. Hence 
there exists a vector pa E [w” such that F, = FFI( p,,). If q E lin{ni 1 i E I}, 
then qTr is constant over FI and the sets of maximizers of the linear 
functions POX and (pa + y)rr coincide. Hence, passing to the orthogo- 
nal projection of p, onto lima, 1 i E I} i if necessary, we may choose p,, E 
lin{ai 1 i E I] ’ and thus obtain (27). 
(b) In the second step we prove the existence of a vector 9() E lin(n, 1 i E 
I} such that 
NK =%,( P + 4”) for every p E lin{n, 1 i E I}’ . (28) 
To see this, note that the inclusion I, K ~3~ implies the existence of vectors 
x0, y,, E R” with 
a;x, = bi, 
+a < bj, 
a:y,, = b,, 
4-Y” < b,, 
Set y0 = y. - x0! the inclusion 
i E I, 
j E {L...,m} \I> 
k E K, 
(29) 
ZE {l,...,m)\K. 
K 2 Z implies that 9iu, = 0 for every 
k E K and that 9:~~ < 0 for every 2 E Z \ K. Hence the representation (17) 
for points x E NI shows that 4:~ < 0 for every x E N1 and that qix = 0 if 
and only if x E NK and thus NK = T,,(qa). Moreover, the representation 
(17) also shows that p’x vanishes on N1 as long as pTui = 0 for every i E 1, 
i.e. as long as p E lima, ( i E Z}’ . Passing to the orthogonal projection of y. 
onto lin{ui 1 i E Z} if necessary, we may thus assume that q,, E lin{ui / i E I) 
and obtain (28). 
From (27) and (28) we conclude that FJ = FF,( p, + 9”) and NK = 5$,( p,, + 
yo), and, in view of (12), we obtain F, + NK = YP,< p. + y,). ??
3. THE BRANCHING NUMBER OF THE NORMAL MANIFOLD 
The following elementary result from polyhedral theory is the geometric 
reason why the branching number of the normal manifold is 4. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Zf P is a polyhedron with dim P > 2, then every face of P of 
dimension dim P - 2 is contained in precisely two faces of dimension dim 
P - 1. 
Proof. See e.g. [8, p. 1051. ??
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this paper. In 
view of the definition of the branching number, it implies that the branching 
number of the normal manifold induced by a polyhedron is 4. 
THEOREM 3.1. Every face of codimension 2 of the normal munqold 
induced by a polyhedron is contained in precisely four distinct n-dimensional 
polyhedra of the normal man$old. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that assumption (A) of 
Section 2 holds (cf. Remark 2.1). Let us fuc a face of codimension 2 of a 
polyhedron from the normal manifold induced by P. Part 1 of Lemma 2.3 
shows that this face is uniquely representable as FZ + NK for two index sets 
J, K EJ$ with K c J. Since the codimension of the face is 2, i.e. dim(FZ + 
NK) = n - 2, we deduce from part 2 of Lemma 2.3 that 
dim F, = dim FK - 2. (30) 
By Lemma 2.2, every polyhedron of the normal manifold is of the form PI, 
Z E.&, and part 3 of Lemma 2.3 shows that the set F, + NK is a face of a 
polyhedron PI, Z E.-&, if and only if 
KCZCJ. (31) 
Recall from Remark 2.3 that two polyhedra PI and Pi are distinct, provided 
I, Z EJ$ and Z # I. In order to prove the assertion of the theorem, it thus 
suffices to show that there exist precisely four distinct index sets Z ~2~ such 
that the inclusions (31) hold. Remark 2.2 shows that the faces of FK are 
precisely the sets F,, Z ESPY, where 
.YFK = {I EYp 1 K c I}. (32) 
Hence we deduce that FI is a face of FK and that the inclusions (31) hold if 
and only if FI is a face of FK which contains the face FI. Moreover, Remark 
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2.3 shows that two such faces are distinct if and only if the corresponding 
index sets are distinct. Hence it suffices to prove that F, is contained in 
precisely four faces of the polyhedron FK. First of all, the polyhedron FK 
itself and its face F, are faces of FK which both contain the face FI. In fact, 
in view of Theorem 18.1 of [6], th e are the unique faces with this property y 
which are of dimension dim FK and dim FJ, respectively. Since by (30) 
dim F = dim FK - 2, all other faces of FK which contain FJ are of dimen- 
sion &rn FK - 1. Now we use Lemma 3.1, which, in view of (301, shows that 
FJ is contained in precisely two faces of FK of dimension dim FK - 1. 
Summing up, we conclude that FJ is contained in precisely four faces of FK, 
which proves the assertion. ??
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